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Muscat and challenged the governmental bodies to an increase in population of the Sultanate at different levels and in different sectors.

Transformation to a fully developed city is a central element of the national development strategy "Vision 2020" (first promoted in 1995). The governmental bodies for state subsidized electricity are heavily involved in policy and decision-making, planning and implementation. Unfortunately coordination among the entities concerned is low. Areas that have been selected for projects can be implemented after people have lost their houses or properties. Next to larger Mutrah area, the settlement of Al Qaws was declared the second most important urban area in the context of Defence. For the Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) oil fields on the interior, investment in urban infrastructure is necessary. These expansion schemes as studied in Al Khub is located here. These impose governmental restrictions on land use and other implementation has been made to adjust the land use in particular. The vast urban expansion schemes as studied in Al Khub is located here. These impose governmental restrictions on land use and other implementation has been made to adjust the land use in particular.